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The early 1970’s produced several shows from writers that weren’t, or didn’t become, a 
regular part of the musical theatre scene. And one of those turned out to be the longest 
running hit of its era. Grease was the latest example of what might be called the college 
musical, a piece in line of descent from shows such as the 1920’s Good News with its merry 
tale of the growing generation. But this college musical Grease was a tongue-in-cheek, 
loving burlesque of the 1950’s years of ponytails, hoop earrings, chewing gum and what’s 
good for acne? As early as the 1970’s, when the show first came out, the 1950’s were 
already the good old days. In the 1990’s Grease had broken the American records in both in 
the theatre and in the film starring John Travolta and Olivia Newton-John and subsequently 
became a smash hit throughout the World. 
 
On Thursday 9th October 2014 I attended the Wilde Theatre in Bracknell as a member of the 
audience to see Starmaker’s production of Grease.  I was subsequently contacted by 
Starmaker to ask if I would submit a report as the NODA Representative did not attend 
which I readily agreed to do. This was the fourth production I have reviewed since its recent 
release for amateurs and when one considers the age of the performers it was one of the 
best I have seen, it had good principals a hard working chorus and choreography that was 
mind-blowing all resulting in a first-class evening’s entertainment of a very high order. This 
is not a particularly easy show to produce with the many scene changes but Starmaker 
raised the challenge magnificently. 
 
Ben Tait – (DANNY ZUKO) – This role was in the safe hands of Ben and I was pleased to see 
that he did not slavishly follow the character portrayed by John Travolta but stamped his 
own interpretation of the character. As the leader of the ‘T’ Birds. He appeared strong and 
confident with an easy going charm. His on-off relationship with ‘Sandy’ was well done and 
together they made a good couple. Vocally Ben sang well in his various numbers and 
blended well in his two duets “Summer Nights” and “You’re The One That I Want” – Well 
done a good portrayal. 
 
Noella Doran – (SANDY DUMBROWSKI) – As the attractive new pupil to Rydell High School 
Noella gave just the right interpretation, she was innocent and shy and did not fit in with 
the “Pink Ladies” group. Her initial relationship with ‘Danny’ failed as he felt she did not ‘Put 
out’ until eventually ‘Sandy’ decided to re-invent herself so that we were presented  with a 
sensuous ‘Sandy’ who really caught ‘Danny’s’ attention as displayed in the final number . 
Noella gave us a good singing voice of power and clarity and who blended well in her 
numerous numbers – Congratulations. 
 



Phoebe Jackson – (BETTY RIZO) –As the leader of the ‘Pink Ladies’ this character has to be 
tough, sarcastic and one who speaks her mind and this we had with Phoebe. This was just 
the right characterisation for this role. Her diction and projection could not be faulted and 
her singing voice was of a good quality which came to the fore in her various numbers but in 
particular “Look at Me I’m Sandra Dee” and “There Are Worst Things I Could Do”, both very 
well sung – Well done. 
 
Ariel Ramchans – (FRENCHY) 
Sophie Harvey   – (MARTY) 
Lili Reakes     – (JAN) – I have combined these three together as they made up the gang 
‘Pink Ladies’ under the leadership of ‘Rizzo’ All three played their respective parts well, 
giving their own individual characterisations making each one believable. All three 
presented good singing voices – three good performances. 
 
Matt Snape     – (KENICKIE)  
Henry Bearman – (ROGER)  
Nathan Isaac      – (DOODY)  
Callum Hopcutt – (SONNY LATIERRI) – These four I have also combined together, as ‘Danny’s 
Gang’, these four played their respective parts very well giving good characterisations. Here 
we had ‘Kenicki’, a tough second in command, ‘Doody’ with an off-beat sense of humour 
who tries to play guitar, ‘Roger’ who likes playing pranks and ‘Sonny’ who thinks all the girls 
fancy him. These four lent their singing voices to the various musical numbers – Well done 
to all of you. 
 
Saffron Harington – (Miss LYNCH) – As the High School Principal Saffron got the character 
just right, she was the no-nonsense English teacher, loud, suitably authoritative and at the 
same time showing her disapproval at the morality of the younger generation. 
 
Nathan Cross  – (EUGENE FLORCZYK) 
Robin Dale  – (VINCE FONTAINE) 
Joe Wilson   – (JOHNY CASINO & TEEN ANGEL) – These three members entered fully into 
the performance with each one presenting good characterisations, although only small parts 
they presented the right characterisations for each one. 
 
Amelia Dorey   – (PATTY SIMCOX) 
Alex Ramchand  – (CHA CHA DIGREGORIO) 
Ben Lewis   – (TOMMY) 
Robin Warrick-Clarke – (WANDA) 
Elsie Wood-Blagrove – (BRENDA) – These five minor roles, of which this show abounds, with 
all five giving a good account of themselves in their various roles, although only small parts 
it is these which helps the show be the success it was – Well done to all of you. 
 
FILMING ROLES 
 
Edward Scott – (INTERMISSION ELF) 
Elsie Wood-Blagrove – (SHEILA) 
Mark Boyer – (HERO) 



Alex Kitching – (SCIENTIST) 
Alex Essery – (BOBBY / WEREWOLF) 
Natalie Cox – (LUCILLE) - This group had performed in a silent filmed sequence shown 
during one of the scenes, very reminiscent of the silent films of the 20’s. The actors in this 
film performed well and the whole item when projected during the performance seemed to 
fit in. This was the first time I had seen this used in “Grease” and which I found very 
effective. 
 
ENSEMBLE  
 
These 26 members of the chorus certainly ensured that the show was the success it was 
with some outstanding choreographic routines danced with precision and athletiscm, in fact 
it left me breathless just watching it. Movements about the stage were well controlled with 
good entries and exits and musically they presented a good balanced sound in the various 
musical numbers – Well done. 
 
Jody Green – (DIRECTOR) – “Grease” is not an easy show to direct, it is what I call a ‘bitty’ 
show and with the many scene changes and a poor story line one can have a lot of ‘pregnant 
pauses’ but Jody managed to avoid all the pitfalls and presented as good a “Grease” as you 
are likely to see. Her positioning of the large cast on stage was well thought out with slick 
entrances and exits. The casting could not have been bettered with all the right 
characterisations being brought out – Well done. 
 
Anton Gwilt – (MUSICAL DIRECTOR) – Anton had gathered round him six first class 
musicians who presented a well balanced sound and which certainly set the scene for this 
High School Musical. All the cast had been well rehearsed in the many musical numbers 
making a good balanced sound in the choral numbers. Principals also gave a good account of 
themselves. I did however feel that on the odd occasion the sound was a little too high and 
overpowered the voices on stage but this may have been under the control of the sound 
operator. 
 
Michelle Legg – (CHOREOGRAPHER) – I have nothing but admiration of Michelle’s 
choreography, her arrangements of the various routines could not have been bettered, the 
precise athleticism of the company was mind-blowing, in fact it left me exhausted sat 
watching it – Many Congratulations. 
 
Matt Harcourt – (ASSISTANT DIRECTOR & MUSICAL DIRECTOR) 
Charlotte Tait   - (ASSISTANT CHOREOGRAPHER) – The input by both Matt and Charlotte 
assisting in the direction, music and choreography of the show ensured the audience were 
presented with a first-class performance. 
 
Alan Smith  – PRODUCTION MANAGER) 
Alistair McKay – STAGE MANAGER) 
Michelle Palin – (DEPUTY STAGE MANAGER) 
Mike Quirke  – (ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGER) – This group, together with the stage crew 
ensured set changes were swift and silent, no easy task with the many scene changes 



together with a large American car arriving on stage which certainly must have congested 
the wings space stage right – Well done. 
 
Becca Simons – (LIGHTING DESIGNER) 
Sam Tait  – (ASSISTANT LIGHTING DESIGNER & OPERATOR) – Becca’s lighting design 
had been well thought out ensuring the right atmosphere was generated in the various 
scenes. Control by Sam on the night of my visit was well controlled with no late cues – Well 
done. 
 
Louis Martin & Stuart Brookfield – (SPOTLIGHT OPERATORS) – These two operators 
ensured that the spots were well focussed and I was impressed with the control. 
 
Tom Horrox        – (SOUND DESIGNER & OPERATOR)  
Darcy Harrington – (SOUND ASSISTANT) – Tom’s sound design was good and together with 
Darcy the operation gave a good sound balance ensuring the cast could be heard without 
distortion and no late cues. One small point as I mentioned in the musical directors crit’, the 
sound of the band on the odd occasion overpowered the performers and I presume the 
control of the band’s amplification was under the control of the sound desk – outside of that 
small point this was a good system well controlled. 
 
Jenny Green & Lesley Pearson – (PROPERTIES) – All properties had been well researched by 
these two and looked authentic on stage. 
 
Glynis Smith & Cathie Savage -  (COSTUMES) – To design, make and fit such a large cast is a 
massive undertaking but one which Glynis and Cathie rose too. All costumes gave a good 
representation of the period, they obviously fitted well looked authentic, clean and well 
pressed and with all the right accoutrements – Many Congratulations, take a bow you 
deserve it. 
 
Joe Stringer & Team – (MAKE-UP) – Joe and her team had devised a good make-up for the 
cast, in particular the principals with all make-up standing up well under the stage lights. 
 
Set by Scenic Projects – This set worked well and appeared to fit the Wilde Theatre stage, it 
looked good with the right perspective and certainly set the various scenes. 
 
Programme – This was a well presented programme containing a wealth of information 
with superb cast photographs and interesting biographies of the principals all printed on 
good quality paper with an eye catching cover. This was such a good programme that I 
would have liked to have submitted it for a NODA Award but unfortunately there was no 
reference to your Affiliation to NODA in the programme and as a result is not acceptable. 
 
Front of House Staff – Front of House staff was its usual efficient self as one has come to 
expect from this company, easily identifiable, friendly and helpful to their audience – Keep 
up the good work. 
 
Having retired as your NODA Rep’ I attended the Wilde as a member of the audience to see 
your latest production “Grease” which I thoroughly enjoyed. I was subsequently contacted 



by your Chairman, Dave Savage, asking if I could submit a report as the NODA Rep’ did not 
turn up which I readily agreed to do, I hope you enjoy the result. May I wish you all success 
with your future shows which I look forward to? 
 

Henry 
 
Henry Hawes – NODA Representative (Retired) – London Region – Area 13 
 `           
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


